Municipal Interviews

County: 
Municipality: 
Person Interviewed and Position: 
Time and Date: 

NO COMPLETED PROJECTS

☐ Do they have any knowledge of the program?

☐ How is the outreach from the CD?

☐ What is the reason they have not done any projects?

COMPLETED PROJECTS

☐ What is their knowledge of the purpose of the Program?

☐ How is the outreach from the CD? (notified of Program, Application Dates, Trainings)

☐ How is their communication with the CD? (during projects and between projects)
  ☐ Are you aware you need to notify CD before start of project?

☐ Describe the CD involvement in planning/design?
  ☐ Preapplication, assist in developing application?
  ☐ Preconstruction meeting?

☐ Describe the CD involvement in project implementation?
  ☐ Onsite regularly?
  ☐ Offer advice on implementation / location of BMPs?

☐ Has the Program changed the way the TWP maintains other non-funded roads?

☐ Any recommendations for improvements for District or Program?